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Summary of the research project
Most recent research indicates that an inflammatory type of white blood cells, called monocytes,
may be centrally involved in the disease process of ALS. There are principally two different types
of monocytes: Aggressive, pro-inflammatory monocytes and more “regenerative” monocytes
without detrimental effects in neurodegeneration. Therefore, monocytes represent a promising
novel therapeutic target. Drugs acting on monocytes would probably not even be required to pass
the so-called blood-brain barrier that hinders many drugs from reaching their site of action. We
have found evidence that the protein CD95L shifts the balance towards the inflammatory type of
monocytes in neurodegenerative diseases.
Consequently, our project evaluates a highly innovative, first-in-class type of molecule
(APG101) that is able to efficiently block CD95L and thereby prevents the shift from regenerative
monocytes to the aggressive, damaging type. Importantly, the novel drug APG101 has not only
been studied in mice and monkeys but has even been successfully tested in recent clinical trials for
different diseases other than ALS (e.g. glioblastoma multiforme, myelodysplastic syndromes;
www.apogenix.de). The results were most encouraging and without any toxicity or safety concerns.
Therefore, even though our study will also be of high basic science interest regarding one of the
most recent scientific questions in ALS, the project will clearly focus on providing the final data
basis for direct translation of the CD95L blocking protein APG101 into a clinical ALS trial,
which could realistically be the next step taken after the work proposed in this application
The main goal of the study is to prepare the final preclinical data basis for an immediate
translation of our innovative therapeutic approach for clinical evaluation in ALS patients. In
cooperation with the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) and Apogenix GmbH (Heidelberg,
Germany), we will test species specific CD95L blocking fusion proteins. The humanized
CD95ECD-Fc fusion protein APG101 (Apocept) has very recently been successfully tested for a
different neurological application in a clinical study (see www.apogenix.de).
Jochen Weishaupt is Professor of neurodegeneration, group leader in molecular neurology and
senior neurologist in the neurology department of the University of Ulm. He is also the coordinator
of the ALS outpatient clinic.
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